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“ We have worked with many European vendors on different projects. They did not have the dedication
to integrate with our regional needs. Devexperts has a very good reputation for developing customized solutions,
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to integrate with our regional needs. Devexperts has a very good reputation for developing customized solutions,
— Onur Topaç, Vice Chairman, Gedik
all over the world, dedication and the right team of engineers. This is why we chose to work with Devexperts.”
— Onur Topaç, Vice Chairman, Gedik
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Gedik remains a pioneer in the Turkish market and has achieved several notable firsts. To name just a few: the first
to use remote access API, access the Derivatives Exchange of Turkey (VOB), claim an option execution on VIOP.
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Business
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Gedik’s aim was to gain the
upper hand over brokerages in a
competitive regional marketplace.
They wanted to add the feature to
offer flexible market data, increase
the number of investors with a “new
generation” trading platform and
seamlessly connect a new front-end
with multiple existing back-ends.
SOLUTION
Gediktrader – a multi-asset
trading platform for iOS, Android,
Web and desktop. With real-time
synchronization between devices and
a unified interface, the trader can
analyze market data and trade within
a single interface.
RESULTS
• New multi-asset trading platform
• 2000 active traders in 3 months
• A scalable M&S infrastructure
• App Store rating is 4+

Learn more:
www.devexperts.com
www.dxfeed.com

Looking for a custom
trading solution?
Request a demo

In recent years, the Turkish brokerage industry has been falling behind in the financial

In recent years, the Turkish brokerage industry has been falling behind in the financial world
world with technological advancement. With the majority of brokerage houses still
with technological advancement. With the majority of brokerage houses still using similar
using similar interfaces to their competitors and, existing “boxed solutions”, it was
interfaces to their competitors and, existing “boxed solutions”, it was becoming increasingly
becoming increasingly difficult for them to gain competitive advantage. In addition,
difficult for them to gain competitive advantage. In addition, the backend infrastructure of
the backend infrastructure of existing platforms did not allow the flexibility required
existing platforms did not allow the flexibility required for a rapidly changing environment.

for a rapidly changing environment.
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Based on Devexperts retail multi-asset trading platform, the ideal solution for Gedik was dxTrade;
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Gediktrader is an all-in-one, multi-asset and multi-platform trading software
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In addition to providing a new trading platform, Devexperts have established a 24x7x365
maintenance and support service. It is based on a multilayered ITIL process and provides
99.98% year average uptime for real-time trading systems. This allows Gediktrader to
concentrate on its core business functions as a brokerage, expand into new markets and
the number
of end
users.
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Results

• 2000 new active traders onboard within 3 months thanks to one-click client registration and
RESULTS
user-friendly trading functionality.
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•• Devexperts
has established
scalable M&S infrastructure that allows Gediktrader to host
millions of end users, 24x7.
•

2000 new active traders onboard within 3 months thanks to one-click client

•

Devexperts has established a scalable M&S infrastructure that allows Gediktrader
to host millions of end users, 24x7.

•

With the recent updates Gedik has a 4+ rating in App Store.
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